Jim Steele
Leading Peak Performance Expert and Leadership Coach

Jim Steele is a director of a mindset and behavioural change organisation that works with some 300 UK companies and around 40,000
delegates a year. The company delivers bespoke training solutions along with the highly successful "Breakthrough to Peak Performance"
programme which Jim jointly developed.
"We are delighted with the positive impact you have had on our teams and look forward to them delivering extraordinary results!"
Director, GlaxoSmithKlin

In detail

Languages

Jim Steele began his career as a life insurance salesman and

He presents in English.

when 'shadowing' one of the company's peak performers he
made a discovery that would re-shape his whole life. He realised

Want to know more?

there are definable strategies of mindset and behaviour that that

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

can propel an average performer towards excellence. He became

could bring to your event.

a tireless reader, gradually piecing together his own unique take
on peak performance. He acts as a leadership coach for senior

How to book him?

executives at many FTSE 100 and international corporations,

Simply phone, fax or e-mail us.

including Disney, BT, Goldman Sachs, Marks & Spencer and
Glaxo Smith Kline.

Publications

What he offers you

2000

Jim's keynotes are accessible and highly practical. He explains
cutting edge performance strategies and offers delegates the
necessary tools to apply these methods in any area of their life.

How he presents
His passion for excellence has led him to address audiences
worldwide and his energy, insight and great sense of humour
creates a massive impact whenever he in on stage.

Topics
Peak Performance
Mindset Change
Motivation
Leaders Leading Change
Innovation and Adaptability
Developing Individual and Team Capacity for 'Embracing Change"
Behavioural Flexibility
Individual...Team...and Organisational Alignment
Developing Mental Toughness
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